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Hi Everyone,

Welcome to the February issue of the AAS newsletter

This Month’s Meeting – 25th February 2013

Ayrshire Astronomical Society

ü Page 2 - The McIntyre Challenge, Paul Cameron and
Allan McIntyre

ü Page 4 - Novice Astrophotography Group, by Frank
Park

ü Page 5 - How many moons does the Earth have?, by
Alex Baillie.

ü Page 6 - Meteorites

Content

Last meeting:
Dr. Joan Pau Sanchez Cuartilles gave us a very
interesting talk about asteroid resources and
exploitation. This was followed by a fascinating talk
about the moon and how to photograph it, by Nick.

This month’s meeting:
Bob Bower will give us a talk entitled "Which Way is
Up?" Not much is known about this talk, except that it
will involve astronomy, two royal families, two admirals,
and the Orkneys.

Scientists sense breakthroughs in dark-matter mystery
For decades, the strange substance called dark matter
has teased physicists, challenging conventional notions
of the cosmos. Today, though, scientists believe that
they are closer than ever to piercing the mystery -- and
the first clues may be unveiled just weeks from now.

Dark matter throws down the gauntlet to the so-called
Standard Model of physics. Elegant and useful for
identifying the stable of particles and forces that regulate
our daily life, the Standard Model only tells part of the
cosmic story.

The dark matter theory was born 80 years ago when
Swiss astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky discovered that there
was not enough mass in observable stars or galaxies
to allow the force of gravity to hold them together.

According to some theorists, dark matter is fleetingly
formed by exotic particles called WIMPs (Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles). But, again, this could only
be part of the picture.

"The real question is why dark matter has six times the
energy that is in ordinary matter," said Lisa Randall of
Harvard University.

To track these phantom particles, physicists rely on
several methods and tools. One is the Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer (AMS) aboard the International Space
Station (ISS), which captures gamma rays coming from
collisions of dark matter particles. Another tool used by
the scientists is the South Pole Neutrino Observatory,
which tracks subatomic particles known as neutrinos,
which, according to physicists, are created when dark
matter passes through the Sun and interacts with
protons. Another big weapon is the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) near Geneva, the biggest particle
smasher in the world. Its power, they insist, could allow
them to break-up electrons, quarks or neutrinos to
uncover dark matter.

Article   condensed from:

http://www.afp.com/en/news/topstories/scientists-sense-
breakthroughs-dark-matter-mystery

Look out for
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Hi !  please let me introduce to you the McIntyre
Challenge ,

It is a list of objects that myself and Allan have compiled
for you (and anyone else !) to have a go at observing.
The idea came about because Allan is so organised.
Every time he comes up to the shed in Darvel with his
scope  he has a list of objects, all set out nice and neat
as you like. So we spent a few nights observing this and
that object in no particular fashion, until a few weeks
ago on a really clear Friday night with no moon we
finished all Allan’s lists!  We observed several dozen
objects through my scope and Allan’s that night from
easy objects to faint fuzzies, so we thought about
making a list for the society. Then, both at the same
time, we thought of the  Challenge.

The idea was to make a list of observable astronomical
objects that just about anyone with a small telescope
could have a go at. As you all know there are many lists
of astro objects out there, from the Messier list and the
NGC,to the Caldwell catalogue and the Herschel 400,
but we wanted something a little different. so we though
"why don’t we do a seasonal challenge?"; cherry pick
some of the best objects of winter/spring/summer
/autumn, and make a list of what is in the skies right
now, and so was born the "McIntyre Challenge".

There will four challenges in total,
Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter, and we plan to print
out a certificate (nothing too fancy) for each season. If
you complete all four you might just receive a proper
certificate to mount in a frame. Also Allan has promised
a each completer  a " biscuit of quality".

The following page can be printed out for your use, or
you can pick up a copy at the next meeting. It tells you
a little about the 12 objects Allan and myself have
selected, starting  with a few easier objects and working
up to a few more difficult fuzzies !! The notes section
on the form is for you to tell us any other information
you think is relevant or interesting, for instance if you
saw Titan while viewing Saturn, or how many other
galaxies you saw around M87 in the Virgo cluster, etc.
It might even be a comment on the sky quality, or a night
with no moon!!

So please take part, and enjoy! We are hoping to
organise a few viewing sessions at Nick’s or at the
Darvel obs., where we can help each other out to view
the objects and most of all have fun!

Best of luck from Allan McIntyre and Paul
Cameron

The McIntyre Challenge

How would you fly through an asteroid belt? Relatively
easily apparently! Despite what you may have seen in
'B' sci-fi films. Asteroid belts are typically quite desolate
places - busy when compared with
the rest of spce, but desolate
nonetheless. Generally, the
gap between large
asteroids (one which
would do significant
damage to a space ship)
is many thousands of
miles. There are some
clusters called families
which have recently
formed from a larger body
but it would not be too
difficult to manoeuvre a
course around or through
the asteroid belt and you
would be lucky to see a single
asteroid, but if you did you might like to give it a name!
these days the International Astronomical Union has a

sonny fifteen person committee for small body
nomenclature to control the naming of the ever-
expanding roll-call of mignon planets. It's not an entirely

serious business as these previously
named minor planets show:

smith, jones brown, pink
floyd, bobbope, wanke,
millosovich, dave clark, mr
spock, swissair,
roddenberry, bok, hippo -
and many others, but
eccentricity in planet
anming isn't new. Pluto
was named in 1930 by an
11 year old oxford school
girl called Irene Burney
who suggested the name
to her uncle - a professor

of Astronomy at Oxford
University - apparently it was the

name of her pet dog.
Alex Baillie

Asteroids and other big lumpy things!

Credit:: Snugglynoodles.com

Credit: NASA
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The 1st meeting of the AAS Novice Astrophotography
Group was held on 15th February 2013 at the Kip
McGrath Education Centre in Kilmarnock..

First of all I would like to thank those who turned up for
a pleasant and informative evening. We covered the
use of DSLRs, webcams and SAC dedicated cameras
for imaging deep sky objects.  We also made use of the
Altair laser colimating device to colimate my Skywatcher
200mm reflector - many thanks Roger!

Novice Astrophotographer Group

Next meeting:

Venue - Kip McGrath Education Centre, 9 Portland
Road, KA1 2BT, Kilmarnock on Sunday 10th March
2013 at 6 p.m.

Proposed Agenda

1 - List the types of images we would like to take and
produce a check list of recommended equipment for
each type of imaging (see attached sheet).

2 - It would be my intention to also produce a “how to”
guide for each area, perhaps with the help of one of our
more experienced members, or maybe source guides
from the internet, books, or magazines.  Suggestions
welcome!

3 - Plan ahead an perhaps concentrate on one area
and then attempt to get some images each month,
either working alone or maybe in pairs or small group?
Obviously any image capturing activity would be
weather dependent.

Perhaps we start with the least demanding types of
imaging, and then progress onto more challenging work
might be the best way forward.  This would allow us to
gradually build up our knowledge and skills in
astrophotography.

4 - It might be beneficial if one (or more) of the more
experienced members of the AAS would come along to
give advice and encouragement at future meetings. I
realise that might be difficult as we all have demands
on our time, but I’m sure it would be much appreciated!!

5 - Suggestion for next few months!

March - Nightscape/starscape

April - The Moon

May - The Sun

These are only suggestions and I would welcome other
thoughts/ideas on how to progress with the novice
group. Hopefully we’ll be able to drop the ‘Novice’ from
the group’s name at some time in the future!!!

6 - Perhaps we could show our attempts at the AAS
meetings each month?

Specific Areas of Astrophotography

1 -Nightscape/Starscape
Equipment needed: Compact digital camera, DSLR,
sturdy tripod, remote shutter release, red light
torch/head torch, imaging software.

2 - The Moon
Equipment needed: Compact digital camera, DSLR or
webcam (with nosepiece) plus software, telescope and
tripod with motor drive/goto?, computer/laptop, imaging
software.

3 - The Planets
Equipment needed: Telescope (surprise surprise!!!), EQ
Mount, polar aligned with motor drive/goto, webcam or
video camera or purpose built planetary camera,
appropriate software for camera(s), imaging software,
computer/laptop

4 - The Sun
Equipment needed: Telescope with appropriate
certified sun filter/s, DSLR or webcam or high frame
rate camera or cooled CCD camera, appropriate
software for camera(s), imaging software,
computer/laptop.

5 - Deep Sky Objects
Equipment needed: Telescope (type depends on your
area of interest (nebula, galaxies) - however, a Schmidt-
Cassegrain telescope would be good all rounder), EQ
mount with polar scope drive (and goto?), camera -
DSLR or colour CCD (charge-coupled device) or mono
CCD, Bahtinov mask, computer and imaging software.

Sourced from the BBC Sky at Night magazine
“Complete Guide to Astrophotography”.

Frank Park

Novice Astrophotograpy group
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Photos send by Dave Cossar of the Large Magellanic Cloud and the Tarantula Nebula. This were taken by a friend
of his, Dave Finlay an Australian, the night before the eclipse. These amazing views can only be seen from the
Southern hemisphere.

Carefully now…it may not be the number you think! The
answer is seven moons! Certainly 'The Moon' or Luna
is the only celestial body to observe a strict orbit of the
Earth, but there are six other 'near-Earth' asteroids
which do follow the Earth around the Sun, despite being
invisible to the naked eye. The first of these co-orbitals
to be identified was CRUITHNE (pronounced CRU-
EEN-YA, named after Britain's earliest recorded Celtic
tribe). It is a three miles wide satellite discovered in
1997, and has an odd shaped oval orbit. Since then six
more have been identified. Are they really moons?
Many astronomers would say no, but they are certainly

more than run of the mill asteroids. Like Earth they take
roughly one year to orbit the Sun, and do occasionally
come close enough to exert a very slight gravitational
influence. So whether you call them pseudo-moons,
quasi-satellites or companion asteroids, they are worth
watching not least because some or all of them may
one day settle down into a more regular orbital pattern.

I'd like to thank Bob McCairn for providing useful
information for this article.

Alex Baillie

How many moons does the Earth have?
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 Programme of main speakers for 2012/2013 Club Meeting Nights
10th September “Transits of Venus” Mrs Margaret Morris

22nd October “Bob & Dave's Most Excellent              Bob and Dave
                                  Adventure: The Final Cut”

26th November "Exploring the Dark Side of the Universe”      Prof. Martin A. Hendry

17th December Christmas Dinner

28th January “Asteroids Resources and Exploitation” Dr. Joan Pau Sanchez
  Cuartilles

25th February          “Which Way is Up?”          Bob Bower

25th March "Moons" Dr. Lyn Smith

22nd April "The Edge of the Solar System" Dr. Alex McKinnon

27th May AGM and social evening

See you all on Monday night, Stéphanie

A meteor is the flash of light that we see in the night sky
when a small chunk of interplanetary debris burns up
as it passes through our atmosphere. "Meteor" refers
to the flash of light caused by the debris, not the debris
itself.

The debris is called a meteoroid. A meteoroid is a piece
of interplanetary matter that is smaller than a kilometre
and frequently only millimetres in size. Most meteoroids
that enter the Earth's
atmosphere are so small
that they vaporize
completely and never
reach the planet's
surface.

If any part of a meteoroid
survives the fall through
the atmosphere and
lands on Earth, it is
called a meteorite.
Although the vast
majority of meteorites
are very small, their size
can range from about a fraction of a gram (the size of
a pebble) to 100 kilograms (220 lbs) or more (the size
of a huge, life-destroying boulder).

Asteroids are generally larger chunks of rock that come
from the asteroid belt located between the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter.

Comets are asteroid-like objects covered with ice,
methane, ammonia, and other compounds that develop
a fuzzy, cloud-like shell called a coma and sometimes
a visible tail whenever they orbit close to the Sun.

From:

http://hubblesite.org/reference_desk/faq/answer.php.id
=22&cat=solarsystem

On Friday 15th
February a
meteorite came
down in
Russian, injuring
some 12000
people, and
c a u s i n g
damage  costing
£21m.

There are some
dispute about
the size and

weight of the meteorite before entering our atmosphere.
NASA has estimated that it would have been 17m (55ft)
wide and weighed 10,000 tonnes before entering the
atmosphere, releasing about 500 kilotons of energy.
The atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 was
12-15 kilotons.

Know your space debris


